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This flyer claims that as men become increasingly conscious 

that women oppress men more than men oppress women, then 

men will become very angry towards women, reversing the half 

century trend of greater feminist anger against men. 

Men have been brainwashed for many generations that the price 

they had to pay to get regular sex from a woman, was that he be 

a manslave to her, working for her, so that she could live in a 

middle class house, raising HER kids, rent free and food cost 

free, all paid for by him, the man, the sole breadwinner of the 

family. 

Men then invented the contraceptive pill, household gadgets, 

higher education, modern science-based medicine, so that 

women lived well into their 80s, having only 0, 1, or 2 kids, 

which then gave them a career window of some half century. 



Women then had time on their hands, once their 2 children were 

off to kindergarten or primary school, so that women poured 

into the work force, in large numbers in the 1970s.  

Women have alien natures relative to men, having evolved with 

different priorities, namely, finding a man to be a manslave to 

her, to help her raise her kids, to bring home male hunted meat, 

and to provide the resources so that the babies born could reach 

adulthood and create their own kids. 

Men were often unhappy at having to work together at their jobs 

with these alien female creatures, and objected, treating women 

as inferior beings, who nagged, whined, and made themselves 

rather objectionable to men in what were previously largely 

male dominated work environments. 

As a result of this male condescension, women, being the 

solipsistic creatures that they are, were unable to put themselves 

into the shoes of males looking at women, and hence be 

sympathetic towards men who felt disturbed by the presence of 

women in the workforce. 

These women, then organized into feminist groups and started 

pushing for change in the laws that made life easier for women 

to work in previously male dominated work environments. 

These feminist women got angry, and pushed for equal rights for 

women, equal pay for equal work, equal opportunities to enter 

the professions, the right to legally reject an unwanted 

pregnancy, that could seriously screw up her life. 



These “second wave” feminists of the 70s and 80s got 

collectively angry at men, for blocking women attaining equal 

rights with men, and so for the past half century, since the rise of 

the second wave of feminism (after the first wave early in the 

20th century, pushing for the right to vote for women) feminists 

have been angry at men. In other words, for the past half 

century, it has been women who have been the angry sex, 

expressing their feminist anger at men, so much so, that society 

takes it for granted that “gender anger” is a one way street, i.e. 

anger expressed at men by women, by feminists. 

This is about to change. We are now living through a major shift 

in cultural history, in which this half-century old tradition of 

women’s anger at men, i.e. feminist anger at men,` is about to be 

reversed, where men become even angrier at women. 

Why is this happening, and why is it happening now? 

Probably a century from now, social historians will look back at 

the 2020s as the decade in which men got angry at women and 

put enormous moral pressure on them to FIP up, i.e. become 

financially independent persons, so that men could be freed from 

their traditional male role of being manslaves to women. 

Prior to that decade, a growing number of male thinkers began 

to become conscious that now that women COULD work, i.e. 

women had a career window of some 50 years, then, women 

MUST work, that anything else was parasitism of women off the 

labor of men. 



These men then joined forces and created a male equivalent of 

the feminist movement, aimed at the liberation of men. i.e. 

liberating men from the traditional price men paid to get regular 

sex from women, i.e. of being a manslave to her, as mentioned 

above. 

These men called themselves “masculists” which was the 

obvious equivalent of the word feminists, i.e. doing for men, 

what feminism did for women, i.e. masculism was aimed to 

liberate men from the oppressions of the traditional male role of 

being a manslave to a woman, working for her, so that she could 

have an easier time in raising kids, so that she did not have to be 

both a female careerist and a single mother of small children at 

the same time. 

But, if all men refuse to be manslaves to women, wont the 

population die out? Yes, it obviously will, so men will need to 

be fathers again so that humanity can survive, but the feminists 

have taken over the divorce courts, and made them so toxic for 

men, that men are learning a real hatred of the feminists who see 

men only as cash machines, to be abused, and forced to pay for 

women to have children on their own, after a divorce. 

The situation in the divorce courts is so bad, that increasingly, 

men are talking of a “sex war” in which the gender politicians, 

who created the deeply misandrist gender laws, e.g. in the 

divorce courts, and not implementing the Parer (paternity 

rejection right) etc, are the first target, to be assassinated, 

followed by 1000s of feminazi divorce court lawyers and judges, 



who implement these deeply misandrist divorce laws (e.g. where 

divorcing fathers, are stripped of their kids with about 90% 

probability, they lose their house to their ex-wife so she can 

raise HER kids in it, he loses half his possessions to her, pays 

child payment to his kids whom he will barely see, and if his 

wife is a real fluffie (i.e. a traditional woman who expects to be 

able to parasite off the money of a man) he may be forced to pay 

her alimony for the rest of her life, so that she continues to 

parasite off him after the divorce, the way she did before the 

divorce, with no moral nor legal obligation on her to FIP up, i.e. 

by bothering to get a career competent education and become a 

FIP as an adult, pulling her own weight financially, and not 

parasiting off a man.) 

If the sex war grows in scale, then responsible males, masculist 

soldiers, may even go out into the streets and simply shoot these 

feminazis who are so hated by the masculists and by men in 

general, for committing such massive gender crimes against 

men. 

As men become ever more conscious of masculist ideas, they 

will become increasingly angry at women, especially at fluffie 

parasites, and at fluffie feminist hypocrites. Masculists see 

fluffies as vermin, to be wiped out, by being totally ignored by 

men, not even being pumped and dumped, forced to rot on the 

shelf, to extinction, so that their fluffie bitch genes are removed 

from the gene pool. 



Fluffies are labeled by masculists as “immoral, parasitic, 

manslaving vermin.” Fluffie feminists are even worse in the 

eyes of the masculists. It is bad enough that fluffie feminists are 

fluffies, but they are also seen by the masculists to be 

hypocrites, and hence even more hated. Fluffie feminists are 

seen to be hypocrites by masculists, because they act as 

feminists, pushing for equal rights with men, in the parliaments, 

but act as fluffie parasites in the divorce courts, seeing men as 

cash machines to be abused, to be exploited to benefit fluffie 

divorced women, who don’t give a shit about men’s welfare. 

If you want to see what women really think of men, consider the 

fact that one mother in four, financially massacres and destroys 

the lives of a quarter of fathers. Many of these childminded 

sadist women even hold divorce parties to celebrate their sadism 

over a fellow human being, who happens to be male, i.e. their 

ex-husband, the father. 

These fluffie feminists are despised by the masculists, because 

these feminists want their cake and to eat it too. They are seen as 

hypocrites because they want equal rights with men, but reject 

equal obligations with men, i.e. sharing the burden of earning 

the living with men, by bothering to FIP up, by getting a career 

competent education at high school and college. 

In practice, about ¾ of young women at age 16, at high school, 

choose to become fluffie crappers, i.e. they choose the soft 

option majors at junior and senior year at high school, preferring 

the intellectually easier, intellectually lazier, memory based 



options, that require less thinking and analytic thought, such as 

languages, English literature, history, etc,  than the hard option, 

which requires more analytical thought such as math and the 

sciences.  

These fluffie crappers than are forced to study more fluffie crap 

majors at college because they did not study the hard option 

majors at high school and hence are excluded from studying 

STEM (science, tech, engineering, math) majors and the 

professions at college. These fluffie crapper women then end up 

with a fluffie crap diploma which does not qualify them with a 

real skill, that the economy values, so they end up rather poor in 

their 20s.  

These 20 something fluffie crapper women then screw around, 

under the feminist influence, which preaches to them, that with 

the pill, women can be as promiscuous as men, so that by the 

time they reach 30, statistics show that they have had some 40 

different penises in them. Research also shows, that the larger 

the number of penises a woman has had in her, the higher is the 

probability that she will divorce, and hence financially destroy 

and ruin the life of her ex-husband. 

In today’s world, in many western countries, one father in four 

will be financially crucified and have his life destroyed in a 

fluffie feminist controlled divorce court. The casualty rate of 

men in these hated divorce courts is far higher than in a major 

war, resulting in a massive backlash on the part of young men, 

who wipe their hands of marriage and reject paternity. 



In many western countries now, 2/3 of young men under 35 

refuse to marry, reject paternity (the huge issue) and spend their 

money on themselves. These young men are enraged at what has 

happened to their fathers, their uncles, their older male friends, 

and want nothing to do with traditional marriage, because they 

see the fluffie feminists as destroyers of men’s lives, who don’t 

give a shit about men’s welfare, seeing men merely as cash 

machines to be exploited in women’s favor. 

Of course, the men who are the actual victims of such feminazi 

abuse have an even greater hatred of these fluffie feminist 

hypocrites and it is largely from these men that there is growing 

talk of a sex war, aimed against the feminazis, who are seen 

increasingly as indirect genociders, who are indirectly wiping 

out whole populations, because young men are reacting in large 

numbers (i.e. 2/3 of young men today, and probably within a 

decade, over 90%) against marriage and paternity, and hence 

directly wiping out whole populations. 

To stop this paternity rejection on the part of young men, the 

divorce courts need to be menfaired, but the feminazis refuse to 

do that. These hated feminazi bitches like their privileges in the 

fluffie feminist controlled divorce courts, and refuse to budge. 

This is one of the reasons why responsible males, masculist 

soldiers are talking increasingly of a sex war, to eliminate these 

feminazis, i.e. killing them, i.e. the lesser evil, compared to the 

much greater evil of whole populations being wiped out, which 

is the current trend. 



As more and more men have their masculist consciousness 

raised, i.e. they see that women expect them to be manslaves to 

women, to work for women, to suffer financial crucifixion in the 

fluffie feminist controlled divorce courts, men are getting 

angrier and angrier against the fluffie parasites and especially 

against the fluffie feminist hypocrites, lashing out at them with 

male intellectual superiority and much greater, testosterone 

fueled male anger.  

Women sexually selected men who were taller, bigger, stronger, 

fiercer, and smarter than them, because women wanted the 

superior DNA of these superior men for their kids. This instinct 

of women to mate UP, i.e. with a superior male, is called 

hypergamy. Men are much more aggressive than women, due to 

their much higher testosterone levels, which itself is a result of 

women hypergamously sexually selecting more aggressive men 

as their sexual partners, because a more aggressive male would 

be more likely to successfully defend her against other 

aggressive males from enemy tribes or even within her own 

tribe. 

Thus, when men become gender angry, at the ways in which 

women oppress men, they will be a lot angrier than women have 

ever been, simply because they are men, with genetically 

determined higher aggression levels. So it is no stretch of the 

imagination, to predict that when men become universally 

conscious how women oppress men, and oppress men far more 

than men oppress women, then men will become far angrier at 



women, than was feminist anger at men for the ways men 

oppress women. 

I predict the tipping point, when society generally accepts that 

men have become angrier at women than vice versa, will occur 

in the 2020s which is not so far away now. The vital enabling 

factor for this tipping point to be reached, is the masculists’ 

education of the mass media, so that journalists, TV producers, 

etc., become conscious of the masculist message, are inspired by 

it, and then spread it to the masses, so that millions, later billions 

of men become aware of women’s oppression of men, fluffies’ 

manslavery of men, the financial massacring of men in the 

fluffie feminist dominated divorce courts, no Parer, etc. 

From the point of view of the masculist sages (i.e. intellectuals, 

thinkers) the writing is already on the wall. Masculist sages can 

see clearly, that it is only a question of time before men explode 

in real rage at the way women oppress men, and lash out 

violently, both verbally, and in time, even militarily, in a sex 

war, to overcome women’s far greater oppression of men, than 

vice versa.  

A sex war may not be necessary, if millions of women can be 

persuaded to hate the feminazis as much as men do. The 

masculist strategy to avoid a sex war is to threaten women with 

babylessness, a la MGTOW (men going their own way) by 

telling young women “You must vote with men to menfair the 

gender laws, so that being a father is not toxic, the way it is 

today, with a one in four chance of being financially massacred 



and having his life ruined, in a hated feminazi dominated 

divorce court. Women will be forced by this masculist tactic to 

choose between giving up their privileges in the divorce courts, 

or having a baby. With 2/3 of young men now rejecting 

paternity, young women are really starting to panic as they 

realize that they are not going to have quality babies, because 

they are unable to persuade quality young men to give them 

their sperm. 

So the masculists are telling young women “Learn to hate the 

feminazis, because it is they who are the root cause of you not 

being able to get sperm from quality men. Quality men, i.e. the 

smarter ones, are the first to go masculist, and have their 

masculist consciousness raised, and hence the first to get angry 

at the fluffie parasites and the fluffie feminist hypocrites, and are 

the first to go their own way, i.e. become MGTOWs.  

With women voting with men to menfair the gender laws (e.g. 

the divorce courts, so that custody of kids is automatically 

JOINT, so that alimony is thrown out, so that the original 

owner(s) of the house gets to keep it, so that society puts strong 

moral pressure on women to FIP up, or be spat at by men and 

increasingly by FIP women, for being immoral, parasitic, 

manslaving, vermin, fluffies. 

Masculist anger I see as inevitable. We men have so much to be 

angry about, so the gender anger reversal of the title, is 

inevitable. Whether a sex war is inevitable, to avoid the hated 

fluffie feminist hypocrites from wiping out whole populations, is 



more debatable. Masculists need to make a real effort to convert 

women into being female masculists, so that women can get 

sperm again from quality males.  

The gender politicians need to be forced to menfair the gender 

laws, so that men are prepared to be fathers again, otherwise we 

wipe ourselves out, and a sex war will be necessary. Responsible 

males, masculist soldiers, will not tolerate that the hated 

feminazi bitches, indirectly wipe out whole populations as they 

are currently doing. One way or another, these feminazis have to 

be stopped. Of course, the nonviolent way, of converting women 

into becoming female masculists is the preferred way to go, but 

if it fails, masculist soldiers will murder millions of feminazis in 

the sex war, to preserve the human population. Women, be 

warned. 
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